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The emerald isles and cays of 

The BriTish Virgin islands figure 

squarely on eVery sailor’s radar 

as one of The world’s finesT 

places To caTch The Trade winds 

and go where They Blow. But 

below the surface there’s plenty 

for divers to appreciate, too – from 

world-class wrecks and colourful 

– Diving where
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My flight from Miami stops in San Juan, 

Puerto Rico, where I board a puddle 

jumper for the half-hour hop to my fi-

nal destination. As the small prop plane descends through 

wispy clouds, harbours with sweeping white beaches come 

into view. The islands below, all emerald green and undulat-

ing, look like disconnected body parts of some mythical sea 

monster. I can see perfect anchorages accessed by narrow 

channels where sailboats are moored into the wind, the wa-

ter around them sparkling like a sea of sapphires faceted just 

perfectly to catch the dazzling Caribbean sun. 

That I’ve had to island hop to even get to Beef Island 

Airport on Tortola, the largest of the British Virgin Islands, 

is pretty fitting. After all, the BVIs – a string of more than 

60 islands and cays stretching across a shallow channel in 

the British West Indies – are one of the world’s finest des-

tinations for letting the winds blow your sailboat from one 

sandy paradise to another. The yacht crowd descends here in 

droves for the chance to bathe on pristine beaches between 

sipping painkiller cocktails at one of the many beach bars 

or indulging in a lunch of freshly caught spiny lobster at a 

table in the sand. And thanks to relatively hazard-free waters 

that are easy to navigate, nearly anyone with decent sailing 

knowledge can feel comfortable hiring their own boat for 

some fun. 

For divers, the draw of the BVIs comes in the form of 

colourful, shallow reefs teeming with life, good year round 

diving conditions and one very impressive wreck with a his-

tory that makes it one of the most fascinating dive sites in 

the world. 

Best of both worlds
Always one to aim for the best of both worlds, I’ve booked a 

berth on the Cuan Law, the world’s largest sailing trimaran 

that happens to be based in the BVIs and operate as both a 

dive charter and a sailing charter. She’s a beauty of a boat 

with ten double-occupancy staterooms with private baths, 

spacious common areas for lounging, hammocks strung 

across the top deck and a video-editing suite for tinkering 

with your underwater images. 

But compared to other liveaboards, where up to five dives 

a day are often on the schedule and there can be little focus 

on topside pursuits, the itinerary on the Cuan Law, I’m told, 

is quite different. 
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Two daytime dives are the norm, with a night dive of-

fered every evening, too, Captain Emily Parsons tells me. 

But when divers outnumber non-divers on the boat (indeed, 

many guests come aboard just to sail and snorkel for the 

week), she says she’ll cater the itinerary to make it more 

dive-centric. 

“I kind of think of it as ‘diving light,’” says a diver from 

California who’s making his third trip on the Cuan Law, 

“There are so many other things to do here, too.”

I soon see what he’s talking about. The Cuan, as I take to 

calling her (Cuan means ocean and Law means mountain in 

Scottish-Gaelic, a nod to the owners’ roots), is sidled with 

some fun toys. Two Hobie Cats perch on her top deck and 

there are several sea kayaks for paddling to secluded beaches. 

And should you fancy a wakeboard session, the Cuan’s two 

zodiacs are strong enough to tow you for some cuts across a 

wake that cuts through turquoise waters, too. 

Into the drink
The wakeboarding, I decide, will have to wait. As is the case 

for about a third of the Cuan’s guests on this particular char-

ter week, I’ve come to dive. Our first morning finds us in 

a beautiful anchorage at Muskmelon Bay on Guana Island, 

home to a native iguana population. Captain Parsons ex-

pertly angles the boat to get the stern line as close to shore 

as possible. Being anchored so close to the beach makes it all 

the more inviting for the snorkelers and kayakers among us 

(many of whom are non-diving wives or couples) to explore 

while the rest of us are out blowing bubbles. 

We gear up on the stern deck and walk a few steps down 

to the zodiac platform to motor a few minutes to the starting 

point of our drift dive at Guana Head. 

Rather than corals, an array of underwater boulders 

here creates the hiding spots and hangouts for a range of 

classic Caribbean denizens. The spiny arms of brittle stars 

(Ophiocoma echinata) creep from under rocks and juve-

nile yellowtail damselfish (Microspathodon chrysurus) with 

brilliant blue spots all over their bodies catch the sunlight 

like precious gems in the shallow water. Spotted goatfish 

(Pseudupeneus maculates) patrol in squadrons, whisking up 

the sandy bottom with their barbels in search of small fish 

and crustaceans. And flamingo tongues (Cyphoma gibbo-

sum), the most exquisite of the Caribbean snails, ply purple 

sea fans – the psychedelic spotted patterns on their shells 

are actually an extension of the animal’s soft body (the shell 

itself is a plain pale yellow hue). 
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Back on the boat, it’s time for a gourmet breakfast spread 

– raspberry muffins, waffles and freshly squeezed juices – at 

a long communal table with water all around us. 

Later, during another drift dive nearby, my view becomes 

almost fully obscured by a cloud of silversides moving across 

the reef. As we fin back to the boat, Maddy, the divemaster, 

motions for me to look upward. Overhead, five enormous 

tarpon (Megalops Atlanticus) are hovering a few metres be-

low the surface with all the unhurriedness of a squadron of 

blimps stationed over a stadium on game day. 

After some hammock time with a book on the deck, it’s 

hard for me to motivate to pull on my wetsuit again for a 

night dive. So I opt for a sunset paddle atop a kayak around 

Muskmelon Bay instead. 

The islands around me mottle from emerald green to 

an almost blackish jade as the sky parts with the sunlight. 

The moon materializes like a comma and I dip my paddle as 

stealthily as I can into the inky water to approach a colony 

of booby birds on the cliffs. I get within a few metres of the 

birds before the lapping waves push me back – close enough 

to make out their blue beaks and comically oversized feet. 

Of caverns and rocks 
The next morning, Captain Parsons tells us she’s got a fun 

dive planned. We take the zodiacs about five minutes away to 

the north tip of Guana Island, where she surveys the surge 

from the zodiac and says that we’ll have to see, when we get 

through the cavern, if the surge is calm enough to allow 

us to exit from the dive site called Grand Central Station. 

“Otherwise, we turn around and come back out they way we 

came,” she says. The Cuan Law is the only operator to dive 

the site, which was discovered by the ship’s owner, Duncan 

Muirhead, and I’m curious what’s in store. 

We backward roll off the zodiac and make a negative de-

scent to avoid the chop on the surface, making straight for 

the bottom at 18 metres (60 feet). As we approach the rocky 

headland’s wall I make out the maw of the cavern’s mouth 

at about 17 metres (55 feet), where a tunnelled entrance has 

been carved out by the incessantly pounding waves. We time 

our entrance, letting the surge sweep us inside. As I enter, I 

spot a big octopus slinking along beside me, similarly taking 

advantage of the surge to enter what turns out to be a dinner 

bowl of delights. Round rocks smoothed by endless wave ac-

tion carpet the bottom of the cave at 21 metres (70 feet). As 

we fin farther inside, the walls get even more encrusted with 

orange and white sponges, cup corals and Christmas tree 

worms. I use my torch to illuminate the scene and when I 
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shine it into the crevices I see thousands of beady iridescent 

orange eyes that remind me of a cityscape viewed from a 

jetliner. Squirrelfish (Holocentrus adscensionis), their eyes 

bulging, emerge from tunnels shooting off from the main 

cave and banded coral shrimp (Stenopus hispidus) pick 

along the rocks. At one point, we pass beneath an opening 

called the Elevator Shaft, a vertical column through which 

lights filters down in playful rays from the surface. And in 

a narrow antechamber called the Telephone Booth we can 

raise our heads into a pocket of air some 15 metres (50 feet) 

below the surface. The corkscrewing exit on the far end of 

the cavern is too rough with surge for a safe exit on this day. 

So we make our ways back past all the glistening eyes into 

the blue window of light from which we came. 

Later, we take a break from the diving to explore one of 

the biggest topside attractions in the BVIs. The Baths on 

Virgin Gorda are a fascinating geological phenomenon of 

huge granite boulders, some as large as houses, piled along a 

white sand beach. As I walk through the labyrinth the ocean 

water splashes inside and the roar of the sea thunders its 

echo against the rocks. There are shallow pools to wade into 

surrounded by the enormous boulder formations sparkling 

with rainbow prisms of light. Then the Cuan’s zodiac ar-

rives to whisk us off to a more private beach for a barbecue 

lunch beneath blowing palm trees. It feels like the good life, 

defined.

The wreck and more wrecks
Perhaps the most famous wreck in all of the Caribbean, the 

RMS Rhone draws divers from around the world. At 95 me-

tres long (310 feet), the Royal Mail Steam Packet Company 

ship met her demise in 1867 during a hurricane off the south 

side of Tortola near Salt Island. Of the more than 140 pas-

sengers and crew aboard, only 23 survived. 

The Rhone rests on her starboard side in about 25 me-

tres (80 feet) of water. And while her wooden decks have 

rotted, several fascinating artefacts can still be seen. Still 

relatively intact, the bow section’s swim-through is where 

most divers are drawn for the chance to fin through some 

of the Caribbean’s most storied maritime history. More 

then 140 years of growth here has created a coral crust on 

the iron bow that houses innumerable species of fish and 

crustaceans. The corals are impressive – all manner of tube 

sponges, anemones, plate corals and more – but divers re-

ally delight in spotting the massive goliath groupers and sea 

turtles that patrol the wreck.
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For all the marine life on the wreck, however, it’s details 

like the shiny brass porthole on the stern that looks as new 

as the day the ship sank that make the Rhone’s lore come 

to life for divers (rubbing it for good luck is a rite of pas-

sage). Also of interest on the stern section is the chance to 

fin around the enormous bronze propeller. 

The beauty of diving the Rhone from the Cuan Law is 

that dives can be timed for outside of the land-based rush, 

when upwards of 100 divers are often on the wreck at the 

same time. 

And while the Rhone may be the biggest diving draw in 

the BVIs – not to mention the area’s most important wreck 

– the Cuan’s itinerary has a few less-visited wrecks in store 

for us, too. 

One fine day, we sail to Great Dog Island off Virgin Gorda 

to dive an airplane wreck. The Air Atlantic is an erstwhile 

commuter plane that crashed after takeoff from Beef Island’s 

airport (nobody was killed), skidding to a stop a good distance 

off the runway. The fuselage was later submerged here to 

create a dive site but the wings, seats and engines have been 

removed. We giant stride off the Cuan and make a straight 

line toward shore to find our way to the wreck, sitting in 

about 15 metres (50 feet) of water. The exterior of the fuse-

lage is a colourful tangle of metal encrusted with fire corals, 

huge orange and green tube sponges and feather worms that 

host all manner of fish. I hang in the water column to watch 

a Pederson cleaner shrimp (Periclimenes pedersoni) work its 

tidying magic inside a grouper’s open maw before descend-

ing a few feet to swim through the plane’s fuselage, posing 

in the pilot’s seat for the obligatory photo. 
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Seussian reefs
The week continues in a delightful blur of refreshing trade 

winds filling the Cuan’s billowing sails and the Caribbean’s 

soothing greens and aquamarines. And I’m happy to observe 

that the non-divers among us seem to be enjoying them-

selves just as much as the divers, jumping off the stern of the 

boat to snorkel on a whim, puttering around in the kayaks 

and lazing in the warm sun. 

One of the prettiest coral gardens we see during the week 

is at a dive site off the west side of Virgin Gorda called the 

Aquarium that’s shallow enough for snorkellers to enjoy, 

too. With an extremely healthy range of pillar corrals, bar-

rel sponges, whips and purple sea fans, the reef here looks 

like something from a Dr. Seuss book in all its flamboyance. 

Finning amongst the coral heads, I peer under ledges where, 

on three separate occasions, I spot sleeping nurse sharks 

that appear completely unperturbed by my bubble-blowing 

presence. Schooling French grunts in the hundreds cast gi-

ant shadows on the sand and skittish squirrelfish train their 

eyes my way. The highlight comes when we happen upon 

two octopuses apparently engaged in a mating ritual, flash-

ing patterns, colours and textures within a few feet of our 

masks in a language that needs no translation. The message, 

clearly, is “Back off.” 
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A sweet finish
On my last night, I postpone my sunset cocktail for a night 

dive on the wreck of the Fearless, a 30-metre-long (100-

foot long) trawler rumoured to be the sister ship of Jacques 

Cousteau’s Calypso. We take the zodiac to her resting place 

in about 24 metres (80 feet) of water off Peter Island and 

backward roll into an ocean that’s being drained of the light 

of day. Scuttled in 1986, the wooden ship is all ladders and 

gangways, with a particularly scenic mast section. The light 

from our torches filters through gaping holes in the wooden 

slats of the hull, casting beautiful shadows in the darkening 

water. Everywhere I shine my torch, something is creeping 

or crawling. A giant crab with claws stretched wide is hid-

ing inside the hull, and when I shine my torch into narrow 

crevices in the wreck it catches the glowing eyes of hundreds 

of shrimp and lobsters sheltering within. The creepy arms of 

brittle stars slink from holes and on the mast section I see 

a stoplight parrotfish (Sparisoma viride) so confident in its 

camouflage against a mottled orange sponge that it doesn’t 

even flinch at my approach. Everywhere I look, arrow crabs 

(Stenorhynchus seticornis) are stalking the wreck on their 

tiny blue claws. It’s only when the divemaster shakes her 

light my way that I accept that our time is up. 

On my last safety stop in the BVIs the phosphorescence 

is doing its thing, and as I wave my hand through the water 

it lights up like the Aurora Borealis. 

In the morning, the Cuan Law will make our last island 

hop, back to Tortola. Then it’s a few flights back to the main-

land and away from this magical place for me. But for one 

more night, at least, there’s a hammock under the stars with 

my name on it atop a bobbing boat in the beautiful BVIs. 
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diVing Mostly shallow water diving (less than 24 metres/80 
feet) atop colourful reefs, with some good wrecks, too 
– suitable for beginner divers, with mostly calm surface 
conditions.

season You can dive year round, but be aware that 
hurricane season stretches from June to November. 

climate the trade winds cool things down during the 
winter months, but the climate is generally tropical with 
water temperatures between 25 and 28 degrees Celsius (78 
and 82 degrees Fahrenheit). 

lodging the Cuan Law (www.cuanlaw.com) offers luxury 
liveaboard diving in the BVIs and there are several land-
based operators as well as hotels in all price ranges. 

health there is no hyperbaric chamber in the BVIs but a 
helicopter is on-call around the clock to access chambers in 
st. thomas (Us Virgin Islands) or san Juan, Puerto rico. 

langUage English is the official language. 

cUrrency Us dollars.

electricity 110 volts. the same plugs as the Us mainland. 
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Profile: Terry ward – words 
A freelance travel writer since 2000 when she quit her copywriting job in 
an advertising agency to travel the world, terry has spent time living in 
Australia, New Zealand, Germany, France and Florida over the past decade. 
she caught the dive bug while watching a documentary about the mimic 
octopus on an Australian tV channel and proceeded to book a flight to 
Manado, sulawesi in Indonesia – only to discover on the boat to Bunaken 
Island that the critter actually lives in Lembeh straits. since then, her dive 
travels have taken her everywhere from the red sea and the Poor Knights 
Islands of New Zealand to the marine lakes of Palau and the reefs of Papua 
New Guinea. she has yet to see a mimic octopus, but she’s hopeful this is 
the year. An assistant editor for dive the World, terry’s writing has appeared 
in such publications as the Washington Post and the Los Angeles times 
as well as several other travel and dive magazines. she calls Florida home, 

when she’s home. For more information: www.terry-ward.com. 
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